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Abstract

A parcel and a one-dimensional model are used to investigate the temperature de-
pendence of predicted ice crystal number density. The number of ice crystals initially
formed in a cold cirrus cloud is very sensitive to the nucleation mechanism and the de-
tailed history of cooling rates during nucleation. In a parcel model, the slow growth rate5

of ice crystals at low temperatures inherently leads to a strong increase in ice number
density at low temperatures. This temperature dependence is opposite to what is ob-
served. The model temperature dependence occurs for a wide range of assumptions
and for either homogeneous or, less strongly, heterogeneous freezing. However, the
parcel model also shows that random temperature fluctuations result in an extremely10

wide range of ice number density. A one-dimensional model is used to show that the
rare temperature trajectories resulting in the lowest number densities are dispropor-
tionately important. Low number density ice crystals sediment and influence a large
volume of air. When such fall streaks are included, the ice number becomes less sen-
sitive to the details of nucleation than it is in a parcel model. The one-dimensional15

simulations have a more realistic temperature dependence than the parcel mode. The
one-dimensional model also shows that layers with vertical dimensions of meters arise
even if the temperature forcing has a much broader vertical wavelength. The impor-
tance of sedimentation for cirrus clouds is due to them frequently being surrounded by
supersaturated air, unlike warm clouds.20

1 Introduction

Cirrus clouds cover large areas of the Earth (Wang et al., 1994). They reflect a sig-
nificant amount of sunlight, trap infrared heat, and affect the local heating rates and
circulation of the upper troposphere (Liou, 1986). These radiative effects are sensitive
to the number density of ice crystals (Fu and Liou, 1993; McFarquhar et al., 2000).25
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There are significant uncertainties in ice nucleation in cirrus clouds, that is, the mech-
anisms by which ice crystals form on pre-existing aerosol particles.

The most basic distinction is between homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing.
Homogeneous freezing originates from a water solution droplet. Koop et al. (2000)
showed that to at least a first approximation homogeneous freezing depends only on5

water activity and not on the identity of the solute. At equilibrium the water activity of
the droplet is equal to the ambient relative humidity, so homogenous freezing should
depend only on relative humidity, an important simplification. However, as will be shown
below, the number of ice crystals is significantly changed by even small departures from
the Koop et al. approximation that all solutes behave the same significantly change the10

number of ice crystals.
Heterogeneous freezing is initiated at a solid surface or other interface. The solid may

interact with the gas phase for deposition freezing, be inside a droplet for immersion
freezing, or be in other configurations. Analysis of the residuals left from evaporated ice
crystals shows that heterogeneous freezing is often the dominant mechanism in high15

altitude cirrus (Cziczo et al., 2013).
Heterogeneous freezing requires particles with specific compositions, so a key as-

pect is the availability of such particles. A few heterogeneous nuclei that form ice at
low supersaturation can reduce the number of ice crystals compared to homogeneous
freezing, whereas many heterogeneous nuclei can enhance the number (Jensen and20

Toon, 1997; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003; Barahona and Nenes, 2009; Spichtinger and
Gierens, 2009c). Extremely few heterogeneous nuclei form ice that sediments without
a significant effect on the further evolution of the cloud.

Small-scale temperature fluctuations also strongly affect the number of ice crystals.
Ice formation depends on the cooling rate as well as absolute humidity because water25

uptake by the ice crystals quenches the supersaturation that allows nucleation. Even
though their amplitude is small, the speed of small-scale temperature fluctuations cre-
ates high cooling rates that can greatly enhance the number of ice crystals (Murphy
and Gary, 1995; Hoyle et al, 2005; Jensen et al., 1998, 2013a). The shape and crystal
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structure of the ice crystals also affects their number and especially the size distribution
(Murphy, 2003; Sheridan et al., 2009).

2 Model description

A parcel model and a one-dimensional model are used for the calculations presented
here. The parcel model is an extension of that in Murphy (2003). It tracks nucleation5

and growth of ice crystals from an initial aerosol size distribution. Ice is tracked in 20
size bins logarithmically spaced between 90 nm and 80 µm. Ice is initially formed as
cubic ice and anneals to hexagonal ice. Most model parameters are the same as in
Murphy (2003). The annealing rate from cubic to hexagonal ice was reduced by a
factor of 10 because subsequent data suggest a lower, albeit more complicated, rate10

(Murray and Bertram, 2006). The mass accommodation coefficient was set to 0.15 for
hexagonal ice and 0.3 for cubic ice on the grounds that as a metastable phase it must
be kinetically easier to form than hexagonal ice. Sensitivity tests were conducted for
many of the parameters.

The one-dimensional model tracks ice crystal formation events rather than size bins.15

The main reason to track events is that it turns out that small amounts of sedimentation
are important for the evolution of the model cloud. By tracking events the ice crystals
can sediment by fractions of the vertical model spacing and there is therefore no nu-
merical vertical diffusion of ice crystals (Jensen et al., 2010; Sölch and Kärcher, 2010).
Model physics such as the nucleation rate and ice growth equations were the same in20

the parcel and one-dimensional models.
Water vapor, temperature and other state parameters were tracked at a fixed vertical

spacing. At each time step an event was generated if the integrated probability of nu-
cleation exceeded 0.02 per liter. Thereafter the ice crystal diameter and sedimentation
of that particle event were tracked as continuous variables whereas the water vapor25

for growth (evaporation) was taken from (given to) the nearest bins according to the
position. For example, if a growing ice crystal event was exactly in the middle of a bin
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all the water was taken from that bin whereas if it was at a bin boundary half the water
was taken from each bin.

A detail is that the nucleation probability must be integrated over time and vertical
distance in order to make nucleation events independent of the size of a time step or
the water vapor grid spacing. When the integral of the nucleation probability reaches a5

threshold, an event is generated at the most probable location and the integrated nu-
cleation probability reduced by one at that location. As a simple example, consider only
three vertical bins in which, because of imposed cooling and water vapor, the probabil-
ity of nucleation has slowly accumulated to 0.3 per 50 liters in the top and bottom bins
and 0.5 in the middle bin. Because the total of 1.1 exceeds one, a nucleation event is10

generated in the most probable (middle) bin. Following this, the nucleation probability
is 0.3 in the top and bottom bins and negative 0.5 in the middle bin. A few time steps
later the integrated probability might be 0.6 in the top bin, 0.0 in the middle bin, and
0.5 in the bottom bin and the next event will take place in the top bin. During rapid
nucleation, the total probability can increase in a single time step by more than one ice15

crystal per 50 liters. In that case ice events were initiated in more than one vertical bin
and the surface area and mass of the subsequent ice were weighted according to the
probability. A typical model run tracked perhaps 20,000 formation events. Ice crystals
were formed as cubic ice and annealed stochastically to hexagonal ice depending on
integrated probabilities analogous to those for ice nucleation. For computational rea-20

sons, every few time steps ice events with essentially identical sizes and (sedimented)
vertical positions were combined.

3 Parcel model results

Parcel model simulations were run for frost point temperatures ranging from 185 to
230 K. At each temperature 80 simulations were run with various seeds for the ran-25

dom number generator that initializes the fractal small-scale temperature fluctuations.
As in Murphy (2003), fractal temperature fluctuations with periods shorter than 2 min-
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utes were removed. A 3.2K cooling with a 12-hour, half-sine pattern was added to the
temperature fluctuations; otherwise many random fluctuations would never generate a
model cloud. The same set of temperature fluctuations were repeated at each initial
temperature. All simulations were recalculated for a variety of model parameters and
assumptions about homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation processes.5

One striking result is that various temperature histories generated a very wide range
of ice crystal number densities for the same model assumptions. Figure 1 shows a
histogram of the maximum ice number density with homogeneous freezing for tem-
perature histories with ice saturation of 1.25 at 196 K (frost point of 197.4 K) along
with a subset of the model temperature trajectories. Jensen et al. (2010) also found10

wide distributions of ice number density depending on the relative phase of waves
creating temperature fluctuations. Low ice number densities can be generated by tem-
perature histories that spend a very short amount of time above the ice nucleation
point (Spichtinger and Krämer, 2013). Wide distributions of number density are also
evident in various portions of one- and two-dimensional model fields (Lin et al., 2005;15

Spichtinger and Gierens, 2009b).
The absolute number of ice crystals in the model is sensitive to several of the as-

sumed parameters, especially the accommodation coefficient. However, the results
here emphasize trends with temperature and probability distributions due to temper-
ature fluctuations. Such trends and distributions are much less sensitive to model pa-20

rameters.
Figure 2 shows results from the parcel model for a range of temperatures. The ho-

mogeneous nucleation calculations show many more ice crystals at low temperatures.
This is because there is less water vapor at lower temperatures causing slower growth
of the ice crystals. With slower growth, more time elapses before the ice surface area25

grows enough to reduce the supersaturation and suppress further nucleation. With a
longer nucleation event, more ice crystals form. This is a very fundamental tempera-
ture dependence and occurs when a variety of model parameters are changed (blue
lines). The slope of the temperature dependence is similar to Kärcher (2002, Fig. 3)
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or Spichtinger and Gierens (2009a), but represents the median of a wide distribution
rather than a single vertical velocity.

The inset in Fig. 2a explores which are the most sensitive parameters for ice crystal
number density. The sensitivity to the upper side of the default parameters is almost a
mirror image of those shown. Ice number is sensitive to the accommodation coefficient5

of water and extremely insensitive to the absolute nucleation rate. Ice number is mod-
erately sensitive to displacing the homogeneous nucleation point by a small amount of
supersaturation. “Faster T fluctuations” means that the fractal temperature fluctuations
were smoothed at one one rather than 2 min

Of interest is the sensitivity to the slope of the nucleation rate. The Koop et al. (2000)10

nucleation rate is a very steep function of relative humidity at the nucleation threshold
but is not quite a step function. Artificially increasing or lowering the slope with super-
saturation has a much larger impact on the number of ice crystals than the nucleation
rate itself. This is potentially important on the side of reducing the slope. If the Koop
et al. result that water activity controls freezing is only a first approximation, then parti-15

cles with different composition should freeze at slightly different supersaturations. This
would be equivalent to a reduced slope, and the parcel model shows that the ice num-
ber is quite sensitive to this. Because the Koop et al. (2000) nucleation rate is extremely
steep, the 0.67 slope case shown in Fig. 2a means that the relative humidity at freezing
is the same within about 1 % for particles of various compositions. Yet that reduction in20

slope reduced the number of ice crystals by over a factor of two.
Figure 2b shows results from several heterogeneous cases. As expected, the ice

number density is sensitive to the number of heterogeneous nuclei. Also as expected,
if there are too few nuclei at very low temperature then the heterogeneous nuclei do not
deplete the water vapor enough to prevent homogeneous freezing (Jensen and Toon,25

1997; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003). Figure 2b also compares cases where the het-
erogeneous nuclei are essentially identical or freeze over a range of relative humidities
(“diverse nuclei” in the figure). Over these and other assumptions about heterogeneous
freezing, the number of ice crystals always increased at lower temperatures.
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Figure 2c shows some published results on observed ice number density. There are
only a few studies since the recognition that ice shattering on aircraft probes invalidates
much of the older data (Jensen et al., 2009). There are several points of comparison.
First, the results here support the contention in Jensen et al. (2013b) that the high
ice number densities observed in thin layers near 190 K can be explained by homoge-5

neous freezing. Second, it is extremely hard in a parcel model to reproduce the low
end of the observed ice number densities below about 190 K, regardless of the num-
ber of heterogeneous ice nuclei. It might be possible if the accommodation coefficient
were unity and other parameters were adjusted, but then the model could not match
observations at warmer temperatures. Third, the upper limit of ice number densities10

observed in Krämer et al. (2009) above about 210 K cannot be reproduced by the par-
cel model. A possible explanation is that the upper limit may be due to outflow cirrus
that are not described by the parcel model.

Fourth and most important, neither homogeneous nor heterogeneous freezing in
a parcel model can reproduce the sign of the observed slope in either Krämer15

et al. (2009) or Jensen et al. (2012). No simple tuning of the parcel model parame-
ters can change the sign of the slope with temperature. The slope is a fundamental
consequence of less water vapor at lower temperatures. The only way to reverse the
slope would be if some parameters such as the number of ice nuclei or the accommo-
dation coefficient were themselves functions of temperature. Even so, the temperature20

dependence of the parameters would have to be very strong to overcome the basic
increase in ice number at lower temperature.

4 One-dimensional model

The failure of a parcel model to reproduce the observed temperature dependence of
ice crystal number suggests that there may be important ice cloud microphysics not25

captured by a parcel model. The most obvious candidate is sedimentation of ice crys-
tals. At least a one-dimensional model is necessary to investigate sedimentation.
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Figure 3 shows the configuration of the one-dimensional model runs. An initial satu-
ration ratio of 1.1 is imposed except for a subsaturated region near the bottom of the
model domain so that falling ice crystals can evaporate. Then one of the same temper-
ature trajectories used in the parcel model is imposed over a 100 m thick layer with a
maximum amplitude at the center of the layer and a smooth transition to zero above5

and below that. A slightly supersaturated layer remains below the imposed temperature
fluctuation. The right-hand profiles in Fig. 3 show the saturation profile just as ice starts
to nucleate and grow near the center of the cooled layer, causing a dip in saturation
ratio at the 200 m vertical tick.

Figure 4 shows sample results from the one-dimensional model for one of the im-10

posed temperature profiles. There are differences but more importantly similarities
when different assumptions about ice nucleation are made.

One difference is that the cloud in homogeneous cooling forms later in time because
it requires a higher ice supersaturation. Second, the number of ice crystals formed
(contours) is much lower when heterogeneous ice nuclei are present. Third, the homo-15

geneous freezing case is less striated than the heterogeneous cases.
There are important similarities. Although the peak ice crystal number densities are

a factor of roughly 25 different between the top two panels, the peak ice mass densities
are within 40 %. For all cases, layers and fall streaks are generated that are far narrower
than the vertical scale of the imposed cooling (Fig. 3). On this plot of altitude vs. time,20

the slopes of the fall streaks are also similar, meaning that the fall speeds are similar.
A final similarity is that in this model the fall streaks are often generated in layers

that are slightly displaced from the layers that produce large numbers of ice crystals.
This is most visible in the diverse nuclei (bottom) panel but there is also a nearly com-
plete but less visible displacement between high number and fall streak layers in the25

homogeneous freezing (top) panel. Only with a few good ice nuclei do the most produc-
tive nucleation events generate fall streaks, and even then the fall rate of the number
density (contours) is perhaps half the fall rate of the mass (color).
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In hindsight there must be often a difference between layers and times that produce
high number density and those that produce fall streaks. The high number density ice
crystals are small and usually don’t fall fast enough to reach supersaturated regions
where they can continue to grow. It is worth thinking about how this relates to the
probability distributions of the parcel model in Fig. 1. Because the imposed cooling5

has different amplitudes at different altitudes each layer will reach a given nucleation
threshold at a different point in the time history. Some will reach it during a rapid jump in
temperature, some at a slow point. It is similar to using different temperature histories.
Figure 1 shows that there are always a few temperature histories that produce low ice
numbers, even in homogeneous freezing that usually creates high number densities.10

These rare freezing events that produce fall streaks are disproportionately important
because the falling crystals influence a much larger volume of air than those that don’t
fall. Exactly how much more important will depend on the initial vertical temperature
and humidity profiles. The model does give a key result: these rare low number density
events can still generate fall streaks even if they are between or falling through high15

number density layers.
Figure 5 shows ice number densities from the one-dimensional model analogous

to the parcel model in Fig. 2. The ice number densities within the upper, cooled layer
follow the same patterns as the parcel model. This is true for both the temperature de-
pendence of each case and the relative magnitudes of the various cases. The absolute20

values are lower in the one-dimensional model because the vertical averaging includes
both high number density layers and layers with few ice crystals.

The averaging layer below the cooled region is looking at fall streaks. Here the num-
ber densities are much lower. The heterogeneous cases have a slightly smaller tem-
perature dependence: a factor of about 5 over the temperature range instead of a factor25

of 10. The homogeneous case is completely different below the imposed cooling than
within it. It is not clear if the maximum near 200 K is robust or a feature of the initial pro-
file in the model. But the absence of very high number densities below 200 K should
be robust. With very little water available at cold temperatures, only regions with few
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particles can grow large enough crystals to produce fall streaks. The sensitivity to the
accommodation coefficient is also much smaller in the fall streaks than in the upper
layer.

The one-dimensional model produced remarkably fine vertical structure from a much
smoother temperature profile. A vertical resolution for water vapor concentration of5

about 2 m was found to be necessary even though the falling ice crystals were tracked
to fractions of the grid spacing. The generation of fine vertical structure in cirrus clouds
has been seen previously. The sedimenting NAT crystals in Fueglistaler et al. (2002)
required fine vertical resolution at the base of the cloud. They used 1 cm (!) vertical res-
olution near cloud base although no tests were done to see if such fine resolution was10

necessary (S. Fueglistaler, personal communication, 2013). Lin et al. (2005) found that
1 m vertical spacing was necessary in a cirrus cloud model with broad uplift. Spichtinger
and Gierens (2009a) and Jensen et al. (2012) found that 10 m was necessary, again
without the boundary conditions changing that rapidly in the vertical.

There are two reasons for the fine vertical structure. First, ice formation is very sen-15

sitive to the cooling rate as a nucleation threshold is crossed, so small variations in
temperature history can produce can produce large variations in ice number density.
Second, sedimentation acts to amplify small vertical differences in ice crystal size into
much larger fall streaks.

The one-dimensional model is still missing some important physics. Simply looking20

at cirrus clouds shows that fall streaks are horizontally patchy and curved, neither of
which can be captured in a one-dimensional model. Wind shear is important to cir-
rus clouds (Spichtinger and Gierens, 2009b). Radiation-induced turbulence affects the
generation of large particles and fall streaks (Gu and Liou, 2000). Neither process is
easy to capture in one-dimension.25

The vertical profiles of saturation and cooling in the one-dimensional model are ob-
viously arbitrary. Trying to find a more realistic profile is limited both by the inherent
limitations of working in one dimension and a lack of observations. There are few ob-
servations of upper tropospheric temperatures on time scales of a minute and hori-
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zontal scales well below a kilometer. Even when an aircraft can measure a slice of
temperature profiles, translating the observed temperatures into those experienced by
an air parcel depends on unmeasured phase relationships between waves of differ-
ent frequencies (Bacmeister et al., 1999). Similar issues can arise for ground-based
remote sensing of a single point.5

5 Discussion and conclusions

The one-dimensional model results presented here are in many respects similar to
a model of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) crystals in the polar stratosphere (Fueglistaler
et al., 2002). In an environment with much slower crystal growth than even the coldest
cirrus cloud, Fueglistaler et al. found that sedimentation out of a “mother cloud” into a10

supersaturated layer could produce a few large NAT crystals. The number of sediment-
ing NAT crystals was insensitive to assumptions about the nucleation mechanism. The
reason was the supersaturated region below the cloud. Any crystal that managed to
make its way into this layer grew and accelerated down from the cloud. The physics
of those falling crystals was determined by mixing at the bottom of the cloud and the15

growth conditions below the cloud, not the nucleation conditions in the cloud. This work
suggests that a similar process often occurs for cirrus clouds.

There is a fundamental difference in sedimentation from cirrus clouds compared to
warm liquid clouds. The air around a warm cloud is subsaturated whereas the high
supersaturations required for ice nucleation mean that the air around a newly formed20

cirrus cloud is supersaturated (Diao et al., 2013). Mixing and entrainment at the edges
of a warm cloud causes evaporation of water droplets. In contrast, mixing and entrain-
ment at the base or edges of a cirrus cloud causes growth of ice crystals near the edge
while simultaneously reducing their number density and hence competition for vapor.
This can induce sedimentation from the base and periphery of the cloud, very unlike a25

warm cloud.
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Sedimentation has several roles in cold cirrus clouds (Spichtinger and Gierens,
2009b). Depending on the environment, sedimentation can limit (Kärcher, 2002) or
extend (Luo et al., 2003) the lifetime of very thin cirrus clouds. For some ranges of tem-
perature fluctuations a balance can be achieved between nucleation and sedimentation
(Barahona and Nenes, 2011). Here, sedimentation is a mechanism for amplifying the5

importance of conditions that produce only a few ice crystals.
The very low ice number densities sometimes observed below 200 K can be pro-

duced in fall streaks, as also found by Jensen et al. (2012). The picture developed here
of a cold cirrus cloud (below perhaps 210 K) is that the reason aircraft observations
usually measure low ice number density is that the falling crystals sweep out a much10

larger volume than the ones that stay put. Jensen et al. (2013a) suggested that a few
heterogeneous nuclei could initiate fall streaks even if there aren’t enough such nuclei
to suppress homogeneous nucleation. The model here generalizes that: fall streaks are
produced by any time or place that makes a few large particles. These regions of few
crystals might be from heterogeneous nucleation, temperature blips that happened to15

produce only a few ice crystals from homogeneous nucleation, or mixing at the bottom
or edge of a cloud. The number and mass of ice crystals in such fall streaks is fairly
insensitive to how they were produced.

There may be other observational tests of the importance of sedimentation besides
comparing to observed ice number densities. Using statistics on the size of regions20

containing supersaturation and/or ice crystals, Diao et al. (2013) estimated that mature
or evaporating cirrus are about seven times more prevalent than nucleation regions. Al-
though their mature and evaporations classifications are not exactly comparable to fall
streaks, it does support the notion that throughout most of a cirrus cloud the number
of ice crystals is not determined by nucleation at that spot. A lidar with high spatial res-25

olution could probably observe whether the fall streaks are originating from locations
slightly displaced from the high number density layers. Such an observation might con-
strain the nucleation mechanism: in the model, only nucleation on a few good ice nuclei
created fall streaks coincident with the highest number densities.
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At least for homogeneous freezing, the one-dimensional model predicts a wide range
in ice number density between various regions of the cloud. In that case the visible
reflectance could still be determined by the zones of numerous, small ice crystals that
scatter light more efficiently even though other properties such as median ice number
density were determined mostly by sedimentation.5

Finally, the results here contain both bad and good news for large-scale modeling of
cirrus clouds. The bad news is that the requirement for extremely fine vertical resolution
implies that even mesoscale models have far too coarse of resolution to directly model
cirrus clouds. The importance of sedimentation from rare temperature trajectories im-
plies that parameterizations based on parcel models (e.g. Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003;10

Barahona and Nenes, 2009) probably miss essential physics.
The good news for large-scale modeling is that in the one-dimensional model the

ice number density below cloud is much less sensitive to details of the microphysics
than in a parcel model. There are new parameters required to describe sedimentation,
such as the vertical extent of any supersaturated region below the cloud. But such15

parameters should be amenable to calculation by a three-dimensional model, although
the required vertical resolution (perhaps tens of meters) is still more suitable for a local
model than a global model.
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Fig. 1. Histogram of ice number density generated by homogeneous freezing in a parcel model.
Also shown are the first 8 of the 80 temperature trajectories, all with same amplitude and
fractal slope of temperature fluctuations. Doubling the accommodation coefficient of water on
the growing ice crystals systematically reduces the number density. However, the phase and
slope of small-scale fluctuations near the homogeneous freezing threshold creates a histogram
that is much wider than the effect of changing this or other model parameters.
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Fig. 2. Parcel model results for the temperature dependence of ice crystal number density along
with results from observations. In (b), “good” heterogeneous nuclei freeze at an ice supersatu-
ration of 1.3±0.02 whereas “diverse” nuclei are uniformly distributed between supersaturations
of 1.3 and 1.65. (c) shows observations described in Gensch et al., 2008, Krämer et al., 2009;
Jensen et al., 2010, and Jensen et al., 2013b. Ranges in (c) are approximated from the data in
the Jensen et al. papers.
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles showing how the one-dimensional model was initialized and cooling
imposed. The imposed cooling used a smooth vertical profile over 100 m but fluctuated in time.
One can picture the half-sine temperature perturbation wiggling with an amplitude that followed
one of the temperature trajectories in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4. One-dimensional model results for three assumptions about ice nucleation and 
the same imposed cooling. Contours show ice crystal concentration in liter-1. Color shows 
ice mass concentration with the same scale for all three panels. 
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Fig. 4. One-dimensional model results for three assumptions about ice nucleation and the
same imposed cooling. Contours show ice crystal concentration in L−1. Color shows ice mass
concentration with the same scale for all three panels.
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.  
 
Figure 5. Ice number densities in the one-dimensional model. The values are the median 
over 20 temperature histories of the maximum in time averaged over vertical range either 
in or below the layer with imposed cooling. These ranges are indicated in Figure 4. The 
axis ranges are the same as in Figure 2. 
 
 
Discussion and conclusions 
 
The one-dimensional model results presented here are in many respects similar to a 
model of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) crystals in the polar stratosphere (Fueglistaler et al., 
2002). They found that sedimentation out of a “mother cloud” into a supersaturated layer 
could produce a few large NAT crystals in an environment with much slower crystal 
growth than even the coldest cirrus clouds. The number of sedimenting NAT crystals was 
very insensitive to assumptions about the nucleation mechanism.  
 
The one-dimensional model produced remarkably fine vertical structure from a much 
smoother temperature profile. A vertical resolution for water vapor concentration of 
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Fig. 5. Ice number densities in the one-dimensional model. The values are the median over 20
temperature histories of the maximum in time averaged over vertical range either in or below
the layer with imposed cooling. These ranges are indicated in Fig. 4. The axis ranges are the
same as in Fig. 2.
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